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HOW CLOSE TO REAL CAN A NON-REAL CYBERRAT BEHAVE? 

Brady Phelps 

South Dakota State University 

ABSTRACT: The extent to which a virtual “CyberRat” is a valid stand-in for a live, 

behaving rat is addressed in terms of various versions of a Turing test. The CyberRat 

program, for the most part, is a valid substitute for a living, behaving subject as a means of 

learning operant principles of behavior change, if no actual behaving animal can be 

used.  The arguments for the CyberRat’s means of modeling behavior change through the 

philosophy of interbehaviorism and interbehavioral systems analysis are evaluated relative 

to the positions of Skinner’s behavior analysis. Finally, the stances of behavior analysis and 

interbehaviorism are discussed in relation to other psychological schools of thought. 
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Any comments on Ray’s monograph “CyberRat, Interbehavioral Systems 

Analysis, and a Turing Test Trilogy” inevitably lead to comments on Kantor’s 

interbehaviorism which, for an academic raised on “pure Skinner” such as myself, 

forced me to re-examine my thinking. At first, I simply wanted to respond to a 

great deal of Ray’s arguments in this monograph from the comfortable stance of an 

“operant bigot.” At least one of my former mentors would be happy to see me 

taking that stance. While I am relatively unfamiliar with most of Kantor’s original 

writings, I am very familiar with the writings of William S. Verplanck, especially 

his Glossary and Thesaurus of Behavioral Terms (Verplanck, 1955). By spending 

several summers in the 1990s living with Dr. Verplanck, I had the privilege of 

reading and having the liberty to edit and occasionally add to his Glossary. 

William Verplanck took me in as a personal assistant to make his Glossary more 

reader-accessible to a younger (and less well-read) generation of experimental 

psychologists. Through my conversations and exchanges with Verplanck I took in 

an extended tutorial on Kantor and interbehaviorism. Verplanck also gave me an 

appreciation of Gibson’s ecological psychology as well as ethology. These 

experiences have played a part in my views on CyberRat, which Ray first 

demonstrated to Verplanck, Dr. Ed Morris and I in the mid-1990s. 

I have found CyberRat to be simply fascinating from the first rendition to the 

present version. Let me simply say, if you cannot change the behavior of a real rat, 

work with CyberRat. It is as close to an actual behaving animal as you can get, 

with no chance of allergies. In Ray’s first Turing Test of CyberRat I asked a small 

and informal sampling of undergraduate students and professional behavior 
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analysts to view the clips from Ray’s Video Illustration 2. None of the 

undergraduates could correctly identify the CyberRat video, and approximately 

half of the professionals reported being able to discriminate the CyberRat video 

from the other sample video clips from the YouTube website segment.  

To elaborate further on Ray’s first Turing Test of CyberRat, casual observers 

will not know that what they are seeing is not a real rat on a remote video feed. I 

have seen students interacting with CyberRat while talking on their cellular phones 

and the casual, uninformed observer will conclude that a real rat has just been 

placed in a Skinner box per a request by the student on the phone. The observer 

will further conclude that the student being observed is controlling an actual 

conditioning set up of a Skinner box and the rat in it via WiFi hookup to an animal 

laboratory somewhere on campus. The performance of CyberRat is close to 

indistinguishable from a video of a living, behaving rat, and this leads me to 

another point related to a Turing Test of CyberRat. Students inevitably begin to 

anthropomorphize CyberRat just as they do with actual laboratory animals. 

Undergraduates want to describe “their” particular CyberRat as a “genius rat” or a 

“dumb rat” as a function of how the training is progressing. This tendency to 

anthropomorphize is not altogether undesirable. As behavior analysts, we want 

students to see the behavior of infrahuman and human as being due to common 

principles being in effect, but not as being due to common traits.  

In other comparisons of the performance of CyberRat and behaving rat, the 

latest version of CyberRat allows the user to modify his or her view of the 

cumulative records obtained from CyberRat sessions through a drop-down menu. 

After having different “CyberRats” repeatedly perform on given fixed-ratio and 

fixed-interval schedules of reinforcement to obtain stable performance, a more 

fine-grained analysis of cumulative records can be conducted to look for the 

expected visual characteristics of these respective schedules. The expanded view 

of a CyberRat fixed-ratio cumulative record is a good representation-reproduction 

of a “typical” cumulative record of responding by a behaving rat on a comparable 

schedule; the same can be said for the fixed-interval cumulative records. A 

cumulative record from CyberRat performing on an FI looks a great deal like a 

typical depiction of an FI cumulative record, with some degree of scalloping. The 

latest incarnation of the CyberRat has considerable face validity. 

I would argue that the data from the output of the CyberRat system on a 

schedule of reinforcement lead to another version of a Turing Test. I would 

propose that the performance of CyberRat on a sizable variable-ratio schedule of 

reinforcement could serve as the basis for the contingencies of a variable-interval 

schedule of reinforcement for a behaving rat, in a yoked-schedule. If I am correct 

that the data from a CyberRat schedule-performance could be used in a yoked-

schedule condition, I believe a CyberRat performance would pass this version of a 

Turing Test. I would, however, be very curious to see the data coming from a 

CyberRat session in which a single bar-press was reinforced and compare this to 

Skinner’s (1933) finding of an extended extinction curve resulting from that single 

reinforced response. Ray makes a convincing case that data from CyberRat model 

the effects of extinction, but I do not believe CyberRat can model the effects of a 
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single-reinforced response followed by extinction. Overall I am not, however, a 

critic nor a skeptic of CyberRat’s ability to serve as model for many operant 

phenomena as Ray makes a convincing case, as he puts it, for the realism and 

capabilities of this model. CyberRat does illustrate “phenomenological 

equivalence” in virtually every perspective one takes on it. 

As alluded to in my introduction, most traditional behavior analysts are going 

to have a hard time getting past Ray’s point that “TEAB methods by themselves 

would not provide a sufficient basis for developing CyberRat.” Here, I hope my 

comments are not redundant with what other reviewers/commentators have said or 

will say. Ray makes the case that interbehavioral systems analysis, based largely 

on interbehavioral psychology, was instrumental in the development of CyberRat. 

Ray makes the point that interbehavioral psychology never formally developed a 

methodology, yet, apparently, the interbehavioral weltanshauung fed into a 

methodology exemplified by what we see as CyberRat. Is this not a contradiction? 

If Ray is going to respond that this writer (or others) do not understand IBSA or 

interbehavioral psychology adequately, then I would say Ray is coming close to 

engaging in the informal fallacy commonly referred to as the “first-year theology 

student’s error,” which is a variation of the “argument from complexity.” For the 

present, I am left with what I see as a contradiction. The German word 

weltanshauung makes a key point here. Kantorians see the world quite differently 

than typical behavior analysts. Oddly enough, Bandura (1974) made a point that is 

congruent with a Kantorian perspective: “. . .environments have causes as do 

behaviors. . .behavior partly creates the environment, and the environment 

influences the behavior in a reciprocal fashion” (p. 866). In numerous contexts Ray 

refers to fields, field factors, and a field approach. Zuriff (1985) provided a 

succinct description and comparison of field theory and behavioral theory that I 

believe fits here. As Zuriff posited, in both field theory and some versions of 

behavior theory, the variables of which behavior is a function of are seen as 

interacting with each other, and these interactions are dependent on the history of 

the organism; the variables observed for these interacting factors are themselves 

typically functions of behavior. Further, field theories are inclined to have derived 

behavioral laws, or “R-R laws,” which indicate that a given behavior is related to 

and/or predicted from variables that result from other behavior (Zuriff, 1985). If 

my understanding is close to being correct, IBSA elaborates upon the concept of 

“R-R laws.” TEAB refers to response classes but with little elaboration upon 

relations amongst the members of a given response class, with the exception of 

Timberlake’s behavior systems approach (Timberlake, 1993), yet Timberlake 

might not be considered a typical EAB researcher. 

Interbehavioral psychology (and presumably IBSA) also have a much more 

elaborate key conceptual unit, the interbehavioral field, which encapsulates 

reciprocal interaction (or “mutual implication” as Ray put it). In comparison, the 

operant conceptual unit, the three-term contingency, appears to be much more 

unidirectional and linear (Morris, 1982). The addition of motivating operations as 

context for the three-term contingency comes closer to Kantor’s setting factors 

(Michael, 2007). Ray also argues that the interbehavioral term “interbehavioral 
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biography” is more encompassing than the TEAB term “reinforcement (or 

learning) history,” to which the response may be given that an organism’s 

behavioral repertoire does not solely consist of learned behaviors. A traditional 

Skinnerian would rarely or never use the term “affordance” to describe how an 

organism–agent interacts with an environment, but a lever in a Skinner box is more 

than just an abutment that can be depressed; a lever is also an affordance for 

climbing. Again there is a vastly different weltanshauung that is practiced by the 

proponents of IBSA compared to those of TEAB.  

Ray makes an excellent point that many TEAB investigators have neglected 

relevant biological–contextual variables such as circadian and or ultradian rhythms 

of behavior. Until recently, most operant rodent laboratories imposed the circadian 

rhythm of light–dark cycles preferred by the human investigator upon the 

laboratory-life of the rodent. Few laboratories, with the exception of behavioral 

pharmacology laboratories, reversed the light–dark cycles of the life of human 

researchers as an adaptation to the biology of the rat. Operant researchers simply 

assumed that the rats would adapt and have normal behavior when living and 

behaving on a typical human light–dark cycle. Lockard (1963) argued that light 

and light–dark cycles are important variables to be considered in the study of 

rodent behavior, but to this writer’s knowledge no studies have found that rat 

behavior, in terms of operant measures, is clearly different as a function of the 

species being housed in the species’ typical light–dark cycle versus the light–dark 

cycle preferred by humans. Skinner (1966) briefly addressed what he termed as 

“uncontrollable independent variables” and he included species status, age, and 

cycles of behavior under this category, but with only a brief discussion of them. 

TEAB writers simply did or do not “go there” with respect to detailed 

consideration of biological–contextual details of different organisms. IBSA and the 

CyberRat system do “go there” in much more detail. 

My final comments are recognition for the versatility of the CyberRat system 

for differential reinforcement and selection of behaviors other than lever pressing. 

Most students are able to readily shape the behavior of a CyberRat in lever-

pressing in a matter of minutes, but when an instructor then tells them to select 

another behavior such as grooming or scratching and demonstrate control of this 

behavior, more attention to differential reinforcement of successive approximations 

is required. To shape an alternative behavior successfully, CyberRat requires that a 

student be much more attentive and active in observing what Ray terms “macro 

categories of behavior” and has great capability for “shaping the behavior of the 

shaper.” Obviously, an actual rat in an actual Skinner box also provides many 

opportunities for shaping; the instructor in a TEAB course could have students 

shape alternative behaviors to a lever-press, and, most commonly, a chain schedule 

would be shaped in which a response is followed by an opportunity to lever-press 

for primary reinforcement. But again, the TEAB approach is focused most often 

exclusively on a typical operant. Few TEAB “shapers” have used differential 

reinforcement to increase the likelihood that a rat will rear up in a given corner of 

the chamber or to engage in increased likelihood of locomotion about the chamber, 

from my experience. I will just repeat my assertion that the CyberRat system has 
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great potential for “shaping the behavior of the shaper” and that a TEAB approach 

has often been too limited in its view of shaping. 

In summary, I have few substantive issues with the CyberRat system and the 

arguments made by Ray in this monograph. I believe the case has been made that 

CyberRat does illustrate “phenomenological equivalence,” and from my 

experience CyberRat is a very valuable teaching tool. Ray correctly highlights 

some shortcomings of TEAB’s weltanshauung, yet TEAB and applied behavior 

analysis have a tremendously productive methodology. CyberRat is argued as 

being built from an interbehavioral methodology rarely put into practice. Perhaps 

one way out of this apparent contradiction is to conclude that CyberRat represents 

a system with emergent properties that are possible with a hybridization of TEAB 

and IBSA.  
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